RVU Black History and Women’s Month Events

• Black Men in White Coats

• A game of Kahoot in honor of Black History Month

• Women in Medicine in Utah Culture

• Hosted by RVU-SU Diversity & Inclusivity Committee and the RVU-CO SNMA Chapter
The Utah Diversity & Inclusion Committee wants you to...
The Utah Diversity & Inclusion Committee wants you to...

- Learn of Black History all year long
- Keep seeking out ways to grow in cultural competency
- Have a great afternoon
- All of the above

kahoot.it Game PIN: 8321980
What icon and first African American Secretary of State is distantly related to our own Dr. Powell?

- Clarence Thomas
- Jerome Adams
- Robert Michael
- Colin Powell
32% correct
Practice makes perfect!
Let players improve results by competing against these scores.

Difficult questions 14

15 - Quiz
Which of these was invented by an African American?
- Show answers
0% correct 0%

21 - Quiz
How old were Martin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X when they died?
- Show answers
0% correct 0%

5 - Puzzle
Place these events in the correct order:
What icon and first African American Secretary of State is distantly related to our own Dr. Powell?